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Session 1
Professional Learning
Communities in Practice
A lot is written and spoken about in terms of PLCs. In this session Colin will outline, from the field of both
research and practice, six fundamental questions and characteristics that set PLCs aside from more
traditional models of schooling. Build staff understanding of what it means to work in a PLC and incorporate
strategies with a relentless focus on learning.
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Understand what it means to be a PLC
C
A professional learning community is a group of connected and engaged professionals
ofessionals
who are responsible for driving change and improvement within, between and across
schools that will directly benefit learners.
– Alma Harris and Michelle Jones
s (2010,
(2010 p. 173)

As more and more PLCs are established within schools across Australia,
Aust
the first priority of
school leaders is to develop an understanding of whyy and how this approach provides the
best results when it comes to whole-school improvement.
ement. In striving to build an understanding of the process and purpose of a PLC, Australian
an schools
schoo can take the first of many steps
on the PLC journey towards achieving high levels
for all students.
els of learning
lear

KEY ACTIONS
Three key actions are essential to understanding
understa
what it means to be a PLC:
stand the purpose of a PLC
n ACTION 1.1: Understand
n ACTION 1.2: Understand the PLC process
3: Understand
Unders
n ACTION 1.3:
where professional learning sits within the PLC context

ACTION
ON 1.1: UN
UNDERSTAND THE PURPOSE OF A PLC
Why?? This simp
simple but powerful question sits at the heart of courageous PLC leadership. Sinek
(2009), who is internationally renowned for his work on leadership, shared the following induring a popular TED Talk:
sight d
Every single person, every single organization on the planet knows what they
do, 100 per cent. Some know how they do it … But very, very few people or
organizations know why they do what they do. By ‘why’, I mean: What’s your
purpose? What’s your cause? What’s your belief? Why does your organization
exist? Why do you get out of bed in the morning? And why should anyone care?
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Unfortunately, many Australian educators continue to operate in school communities
es that
lack a sense of purpose in relation to student learning. School leaders can become so
preoccupied by bureaucratic and accountability concerns that they never quite find the tim
time
to contemplate – let alone commit to – what their school’s mission and vision
sion might be in
relation to the students it supposedly serves. The problem with this lack of direction is vividly
portrayed by Lewis Carroll (2014) in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland when
hen Alice encounters
the Cheshire Cat at a fork in the road and seeks his advice about which
ich route to take:
o from here?’
‘Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go
sai the Cat.
‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said
‘I don’t much care where –’ said Alice.
‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’ said the Cat.
n the purpose of her journey, she cannot know which
The point is that until Alice decides upon
ants to go. There are many schools in Australia today
road will take her in the direction she wants
t: caught at the fork in the road, they are suspended in
that function like Alice in this moment:
a holding pattern, too tentative or too distra
distracted to make a commitment to change. Absent
ed to mak
of the sense of purpose required
make informed decisions, these conventional schools
often end up choosing the road dictate
dictated by external stakeholders, system leaders and poliey remain
rema teacher-centric, curriculum-centric and compliance-centric
cymakers. As a result, they
rtia. While school
sch
to the point of inertia.
leaders and teachers struggle to meet the never-ending
ed out by ex
challenges meted
external educational authorities, students – supposedly the heart
chool system
sy
and soul of the school
– are all but forgotten.
In contrastt to th
the directionlessness that often characterises conventional schools, every PLC
shares the same foundational purpose: high levels of learning for all students. In this way,
LCs place stu
PLCs
student learning at the centre of both the day-to-day operations of the school and
s larger vis
its
vision for transformative collaboration. What’s more, unlike the top-down approach
to improv
improvement common in conventional schools, in a PLC all participants in the school communit
munity have a role to play in making high levels of learning a reality of all students.
n SCHOOL LEADERS need to understand how to engineer supportive conditions so
that teachers and students can focus on the core business of learning.
n TEACHERS need to understand how to engage in the collaborative enterprise of
monitoring and improving curriculum, assessment and instruction to support student learning.
n STUDENTS need to understand implicitly that their school will not fail them.
n PARENTS need to understand that the school is constantly reviewing practices and
structures to ensure that all students will be successful learners.
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Only when there is community-wide agreement about the fundamental purpose of a PLC –
high levels of learning for all students – can there be a clear direction and agreed-upon practices that build collective capacity and collective action. As a result, the leader who commits
to this clear purpose, communicates it to staff members, connects it to concrete actions and
personifies it through everyday leadership behaviours is already a step ahead on the road to
transformative collaboration.

ACTION 1.2: UNDERSTAND THE PLC PROCESS
What PLCs advocate is the migration away from our traditionally independent,
ndent, isolated,
isolate individualist paradigm towards a truly collaborative and integrated organisation
on with student
learning at its heart. But how is this goal to be achieved? What does the process
proces look like,
and what can schools expect? If you are a school leader starting the
he journey of transforming
your organisation into a PLC, the following priorities are imperative
ive when iit comes to building
the capacity for transformation:
n create a schoolwide culture
n establish effective collaborative teams
n use evidence to improve teaching and learning

CREATE A SCHOOLWIDE CULTURE
LTURE
School culture has been defined as ‘the deeper
dee
level of basic assumptions and beliefs that
are shared by members of an organization,
rganizatio that operate unconsciously, and that define in a
basic ‘take-for-granted’ fashion
view of itself and its environment’ (Schein
ion an organization’s
or
1985, p. 6). A school’s
s culture is the
th lens through which the daily work of educators is viewed
and evaluated. Simplyy put, scho
school culture is ‘the way we do things around here’.
ool cultur
In the past, school
culture has been one of the most neglected aspects of the school imnt process. Fo
provement
For many decades, it has been written off as the exclusive domain of
ol leader or leadership team, whose responsibility it is to single-handedly create the
the school
re necessary to drive improvement. When this occurs, an unhealthy mindset of isolation
culture
and depend
dependency starts to infiltrate the school. Teachers begin to perceive themselves as
followers ra
rather than as leaders of learning, and this perpetuates a culture of maintaining the
status quo and discourages meaningful change.
In contrast, PLCs put culture at the heart of continuous improvement so that it becomes the
platform on which educational innovation is anchored. PLC leaders emphasise innovation and
renewal by prioritising interactions that build high levels of professional trust and collective
capacity in order to have an impact on teacher practice and student achievement. As DuFour
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and Mattos (2013) recognise, the most powerful way to improve both teaching and learning
earning
‘is not by micromanaging instruction, but by creating the collaborative culture and
collective
nd collectiv
responsibility of a professional learning community’. As the collective understanding
PLCs
anding of PLC
matures within a school, the school continually sharpens its focus on learning
rning to improve
im
student achievement.
e Australi
In Australia, the importance of school culture is recognised by the
Australian Institute of
Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL 2012) in its Australian charter for professional learning of teachers and school leaders. AITSL states that a high-quality sch
school culture has the
following elements:
n

a high degree of leadership support for ongoing ad
adult learning and
risk taking

n

ving practic
collective responsibility for improving
practice

n

med at specifi
spe c and relevant goals that
disciplined collaboration aimed
ds of students
studen
relate to the learning needs

n

eraction and
a interdependence
high levels of trust, interaction

n

ssional learning
le
support for professional
through school structures, explicit
he allocation
allocat
planning and the
of time

n

profe
a focus on the professional
learning that is most likely to be effective
mproving professional
profes
in improving
practice and student outcomes (p. 3)

erve as useful markers in a PLC leader’s efforts to monitor the evolution of
These elements serve
collaborat
the school’s collaborative
culture.

ESTABLISH
STABLISH E
EFFECTIVE COLLABORATIVE TEAMS
A key tenet of PLCs is the establishment of collaborative teams. Educators within a PLC
form sma
smaller collaborative teams, which then meet on a regular basis to share knowledge,
analyse data and generate new ways of functioning in order to best support the learning of
analys
students they serve. Collaborative teams ‘may be various sizes, include members with simis
lar or different roles or responsibilities, and meet frequently face-to-face, virtually, or through
a combination’ (Learning Forward 2015), but they are always guided by the premise that only
through sustained collaborative work can schools achieve their mission of high levels of
learning for all.
In conventional schools, teacher teams have traditionally operated based on a combination of
two styles of interpersonal engagement: coordination and collegiality. To coordinate as a team
is to organise diverse elements together in a congruous operation. Teacher teams coordinate
in school communities to achieve valuable goals, as in the staging of a sports carnival or
arts festival. When coordination is the dominant approach, each teacher has an allocated
and specific role that is performed in isolation but contributes to the success of the event.
4
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As an example, consider the following scenario highlighting a coordination approach:

A year-level collaborative team is meeting to devise a new set of assessment
tasks. There are five teachers in the team, and each teacher designs one
question to contribute to the formative assessment task. Because this team
tends towards a coordination-based engagement style, the teachers design
vitheir contributions in isolation, and then the five discrete assessment activities are collected and combined into one long assessment task. The task is
completed, but there is only a minimum of common understanding as to the
learning targets, criteria and marking rubric.

onship between fellow
The collegial style of engagement prioritises strong professional relationships
environme that promotes
educators. Collegiality is conducive to a friendly and respectful environment
rproductive as in this scenario:
goodwill among colleagues. However, it can also be counterproductive,

vise a new set of assessment
A year-level collaborative team is meeting to devise
tasks. Vanesh, an experienced teacher, presents a task from the previous
year’s paper without any adjustments. The task does not relate to the new
learning targets or success criteria. The oth
other members of the team recogcycled favourite
favourit tasks, which he has included
nise it as one of Vanesh’s recycled
ause it is quick
qu
many times previously because
to mark and keeps the students
ers acce
busy. The other team members
accept Vanesh’s assessment task despite
cause they do not want to jeopardise their personal
its lack of relevance because
ationshi with him and the other members of the team.
and professional relationships

e will be many times when teachers still need to coordinate and act
Needless to say, there
succes
collegially in order to successfully
provide the services required of them. In a conventional
er, these fo
school, however,
forms of interaction may perpetuate isolated, solution-driven profesactices that offer the promise of a quick fix but cannot provide sustained solutions.
sional practices
ontrast, PLCs explicitly focus on creating the conditions for positive collective inquiry
In contrast,
h collabo
through
collaboration: an intentional way of interacting with the aim of improving professional
practice in o
order to achieve and sustain better outcomes for learners. DuFour et al. (2007)
explain that
in a PLC, collaboration represents a systematic process in which teachers
work together interdependently in order to impact their classroom practice
in ways that will lead to better results for their students, for their team, and
for their school. (p. 3)
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The practice of collaboration dictates that to have a transformative impact on learning,
ng, educational professionals need to work together in new ways, using new skills and new unde
understandings to move beyond coordination and collegiality into the collaborative construction
onstruction of
new learning. The following scenario shows how this might look:

A year-level collaborative team is meeting to devise a new set of asses
assessment
n the journe
tasks. Because their school has recently embarked on
journey towards
becoming a PLC, the teachers in the team are aware of how imp
important it is
ents are learn
to gather useful formative data about what students
learning. They begin
ulum in orde
their task by collectively revisiting the curriculum
order to refresh their
at their stu
understanding of the knowledge and skills that
students need to learn.
he assessment
assessm
They identify the key learning goals that the
tasks will measure
tegrated tasks
t
and work together to create a set of integrated
based on the learning
ek later, the
th teachers set aside time to
goals. At their next meeting, a week
establ
revisit their assessment tasks and establish
a common marking rubric that
he marking process. When the team collates
they will each use to guide the
the are able to establish clear areas of
the data from each team member, they
strength and weakness that they can use for future collaborative planning.

Collaborative teams thatt set rea
realistic, evidence-based learning goals and work continually
nt learning become
bec
to improve student
the living embodiment of the school improvement plan
n 2013). In o
(DuFour & Fullan
order to make this transformation a reality, however, teams must
rd aspect of
o the PLC process: using evidence to improve teaching and learning.
attend to a third

USE
SE EVIDEN
EVIDENCE TO IMPROVE TEACHING AND LEARNING
To transform an existing teacher team into a high-functioning collaborative team, the team
begin the powerful process of using evidence to improve learning. According to Dinham
must beg
(2008), ‘professional learning needs to be built upon an evidential foundation of what works
(2008
in teaching, not fad, fantasy, idealism, ideology or rhetoric’.
The evidence collaborative teams collect on an ongoing basis provides the impetus for teachers to inquire into best practice. This evidence centres on student learning achievement
without exception.
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In schools where PLCs thrive, teams adopt a results-orientated approach to achieve their
purpose of ensuring high levels of learning for all students. Consequently, collaborative team
meetings in a PLC routinely involve discussion of questions such as those recommended
by Harris and Jones (2012) in an AITSL document on collaboration in professional learning,
which is central to a PLC:
n

What is the evidence telling us about the new strategies we are
using?

n

fin
Does the feedback require that we make some adjustment or refi
nement to the strategies?

n

now,
Does the feedback fit what we anticipated or what we already know,
or are there some challenges to our thinking?

n

Are we able to agree a shared and clear view of what the trial is te
telling
us?

n

Can we agree on a way forward? (p. 20)

ation efforts
effo
Ultimately, if data indicates that the team’s collaboration
have not resulted in improved outcomes for students, then the team has to question whether it was focused on the
right instruction, assessment or intervention to begin with. The below scenario illustrates how
this situation might play out in a PLC:

ty principal
principa of a large secondary school, has long
Lena, the experienced deputy
nated point of contact for external standardised asbeen the school’s designated
r, she ensures that the standardised assessments are
sessments. Each year,
tly to each
eac cohort, and then she waits to receive the final
administered correctly
te and nation
results of state
national tests. Within her annual schedule, she assigns
isturbed ti
blocks of undisturbed
time to meticulously unpack and analyse the data. The
analysis is a lengthy process, but Lena takes pleasure in it because mathes is her specialist
spe
matics
teaching area. She prioritises this responsibility and
ac
feels highly accountable
in her role as interpreter of the data for the school
ommunity
community.
continued
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continued

Once the standardised assessment data has been scrutinised, Lena calls
a meeting of the heads of department to inform them about the academic
ademic
trends revealed by the data and share her professional insights. The
he heads
of department then return to their departmental teams and communicate
communica
the data trends to their teaching staff. Students who have scored
below the
cored belo
minimum standard are identified and assigned to a remediation
group for the
mediation gro
next semester, then they are monitored every term for improvem
improvement.
nner for man
Lena has been disseminating data in this manner
many years. She bemeet her accountability
lieves her method to be quick and efficient, and it meets
departme are appreciative of
requirements at a system level. Heads off department
Lena’s expertise in data literacy, as theyy feel that they lack the skills to interpret the data accurately.
disse
As time goes by, this culture off data dissemination
– in which information is
eads of de
passed from Lena to the heads
department and then from department
taff – bec
heads to the teaching staff
becomes deeply embedded in the school. At
ver, it becomes
bec
the same time, however,
increasingly apparent that despite Led dedicatio
na’s hard work and
dedication, the students’ results show no improvement.
performa
In fact, student performance
is noticeably declining in certain learning areas,
including Lena’s own m
mathematics department. What’s more, the students
identified to receive remediation are the same students year after year, in
ears to be an eternal cycle of intervention.
what appears
Anxious about how to turn this predicament around, the school’s leadership
team beg
begins to investigate the possibility of developing a set of questions
design
designed to support each collaborative team to analyse their own formative
d summative assessment data. Many staff members are hesitant, but two
and
departmental teams agree to trial the set of data questions, which include
inquiry into assessment design, delivery and relevance.
The teams agree to focus on sharing wisdom rather than making judgements
about the data. As they become more confident in using the questions,
they begin to share insights about the data with their colleagues in other
departments. Over time, they build on their understanding of the data by
swapping teaching strategies and ideas about instruction, differentiation and
formative assessment practices. When members of one team start to observe one another’s instruction in the classroom environment, a few other
departments recognise this as a good idea and also begin to observe each
other’s practice in their area of instruction.

8
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Although the new method is a success when it comes to fostering collaboration between teachers, it soon becomes apparent that professional
learning is required to improve data literacy skills across the middle-management team. To deal with this issue, Lena asks two other teachers of
mathematics to co-facilitate a series of professional learning sessions to
help staff refine their skills in this area. The sessions are well-attended,
and teachers express a sense of increased confidence in discussing stutudent progress because they now share a common understanding of the
he
evidence. Meanwhile, as each department begins to spend more common
planning time unwrapping student data, they start to generate some simple but manageable forms of intervention targeted at the specifi
of
fic needs o
these students, maximising the additional time and support they are being
be
given.
ase the sc
Lena initially finds it extremely challenging to release
school’s data to
other teachers. As she observes the progress off the collab
collaborative teams,
however, she is excited to see the difference itt makes in terms of the conncreasing she notices that the
versations that she hears about learning. Increasingly,
g growth with a heightened sense
teachers are discussing student learning
ena no lon
of positivity and encouragement. As Lena
longer has to invest significant
a, she ch
time in analysing whole-school data,
chooses to use that time to visit
s. To keep her finger on the data pulse, she atdepartmental team meetings.
g a fortnight and engages in data conversations
tends at least one meeting
with that team. It does not take lo
long before student achievement begins
noticeably to increase.

al of many te
This scenario is typical
teams. It demonstrates that increasing data literacy through
gh-levera practice that improves the integrity of the assessment design
collaboration is a high-leverage
ality of te
process; the quality
teacher feedback; the efficiency of student-data analysis; and, ultint results
mately, student
results.

ACTION
ON 1.3
1.3: UNDERSTAND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING WITHIN
THE PLC CONTEXT
A grow
growing body of educational research indicates that the most effective teacher learning
activities – those that have the biggest impact on student achievement – involve forms of
activi
job-embedded professional learning (Coggshall et al. 2012). Like their colleagues throughout
the world, Australian educators are quickly recognising that the establishment and development of effective professional learning is their best hope for sustained improvement in
student outcomes. Collaborating on areas critical to teacher development is becoming more
commonplace.
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While there is nothing new about teachers working together, there is a new understanding
tanding
about the conditions necessary to support this collective engagement. Specifically,
ally, there iis
a visible shift in educational best practice from professional development, in which teache
teachers
are positioned as the passive recipients of predetermined knowledge or skills, to profesp
sional learning, which requires that teachers take an active role in the
co-construction of
e co-constr
professional knowledge. In a recent paper for AITSL, Mayer and Lloyd (2011)
make a point of
011) mak
noting this distinction:
s the use of the terms proOne issue that needs clarification at the outset is
ing … Various authors have,
fessional development and professional learning
al development
develop
for some time now, been critical of professional
conceived of
ovided’, or is
i ‘done to’ teachers,
as something that one ‘does’, or that is ‘provided’,
and that has promoted the notion that it must b
be closely tied to the context
hers … The
T shift in terminology away
of teaching and the capacities of teachers
from professional development,, as noted in jurisdictions across Australia,
eptions an
may well reside in these perceptions
and the presumed ‘baggage’ associated with poorly conceived,, fragme
fragmented, one-shot and de-contextualised
‘in-service workshops’. (p. 3)
d by the C
This perspective is supported
Canadian educational researcher Fullan (2007), who
ms that ‘w
writes in no uncertain terms
‘we must abandon professional development and make
ng an everyday
everyda experience for all educators’ (p. 36). In Australia as elseprofessional learning
onal develop
where, professional
development is being subsumed by the more cohesive and dynamic
approach that is professio
professional learning.
ablis
It is well-established
that the conventional approach of professional development rarely leads
olwide change.
ch
to schoolwide
In contrast, the PLC approach of professional learning reveals the
ay in which co
way
collective capacity can be harnessed to improve teacher quality throughout the
ntire schoo
entire
school community. Professional learning in a PLC becomes a shared enterprise that
is genera
generated by and belongs to the whole school community. Although school leaders remain
neces
necessary to coordinate professional learning and maintain enthusiasm for the work, they
m
must also relinquish some control over the process by inviting all members of the community
to assume mutual responsibility for ongoing school-based inquiry. The primary aim for leaders of effective PLCs should be to empower other professionals to learn. For this reason, as
Fullan (2011) remarks, professional learning in a PLC is a never-ending journey of continuous
improvement.

REFLECTION
The key message in this chapter is that it takes informed, knowledgeable leadership to effect
the changes required to become a PLC. To lead a successful PLC, a leader must grasp the
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purpose and process of becoming a PLC as well as the role of professional learning. An effective PLC leader has a deep yet ever-evolving understanding of what it means to be a PLC
and is able to leverage this knowledge to engineer the conditions for transformation to occur.
For leaders seeking to develop their understanding of what it means to be a PLC, it may help
’s
to envisage leading the PLC process as analogous to the spinning of a orb-weaver spider’s
web. The spider must sense a change in vibration before the first strand can be reeled sucadials and
cessfully, then this initial strand is immediately strengthened with several strong radials
he PLC process
continuously fortified with circular threads. Similarly, leaders who embark on the
ement. The ce
do so because they are responding to identifiable gaps in student achievement.
centre
adiate as a direct
of the web is fused together by data, and all PLC actions and interactions radiate
e, the leader
lead fortifies
response to that data. Once the first elements of the PLC are in place,
ccess.
them by providing the school culture and structures necessary for success.

REFLECTIVE QUESTIONS
ONS
COMMITMENT 1: UNDERSTAND WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PLC
As you consider each reflective question, contemplate
late your response and identify the
evidence that supports your thinking.
Action 1.1: Understand the purpose of a PLC
at you do to ensure high levels of learning for all stua. How might you explain what
dents at your school?
b. What’s your belief on how stude
student learning can become a central focus in your
leadership?
rstand the P
Action 1.2: Understand
PLC process
es a higha. What does
high-functioning PLC look like, feel like and sound like?
w can you reallocate your school’s resources to engineer the conditions for
b. How
teachers to analyse data, plan instruction and adjust practices collaboratively?
ion 1.3: U
Action
Understand professional learning within the PLC context
a. W
What steps can you take to ensure professional learning is job-embedded in
your school?
b. In what ways might the collaborative teams lead the next phase of professional
learning in your school?
c. How will you broker the resources and support for job-embedded professional
learning to thrive?
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I N S I G H T S

F R O M

T H E

F I E L D

I reckon the PLC process just flows on from team teaching. I always like to work
with people and share ideas, and the PLC is just building on that but making
ng it more
formal so that it’s something you actually follow. I think collaboration arises
rises from tthe
way the teams are selected to work together, so that they’ve got different
skills. It’s
ifferent sk
best to have people in a team with a variety of different skills and different tal
talents, not
only to share the responsibility but to see things from a different
perspective. That we
ent perspect
trust one another is the thing.
Working in a PLC has made the academic side off things more
mo stringent. We have
our essential standards, and all our planning comes
mes directly from that. Before we
would come in and go, ‘I want something pretty to put up on the wall,’ but now we make
sure the kids are aware of the reason that we’re
e’re asking them to complete these tasks.
I am really in tune to what the kids
ds do know and what they don’t know. It used to be
that when we’d taught something, we’d
e’d taught it,
i and if the kids weren’t listening then
bad luck – but now we’re really encouraging
encouragin the children to have more ownership of
their learning. Doing it as a whole
school, everyone’s on the same wavelength.
hole school
– JESSICA , YEAR 6 TEACHER

In our PLC, we want sstudent learning to be an ongoing developmental learning
process that everybody has ownership of. One of the things that was important to us
from the very early days was that it couldn’t be a top-down process and we needed
everybody
By asking people to contribute and talk about what it is they
ybody to be involved.
i
did
id or didn’t
did understand, we keep the lines of communication open. The ownership had
to come back
ba to all of us. I think that’s really important.
Ultimately, it really isn’t about the teaching. It really has become more about the
U
learning.
‘They haven’t got it, I need to do something – we need to do something so that
l
these kids have learnt it.’ We used to say, ‘This is the way I’m going to do it, and bad
luck if you don’t get it,’ but now it’s a case of, ‘Well, they didn’t get it this way, so what
other ways can I do it?’ Teachers can try different methods and then compare the results they’ve got with results from other teachers. I think the power to become a better
teacher is driven by the data, and driven by the collaborative team approach as well.
– I V Y, A S S I S TA N T P R I N C I PA L
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We had a lot of discussions early on about the culture of the school. What was
the background of the clientele coming to the school? What were teachers observing
in their classrooms? What was the best way to move kids forward? Where were the
best opportunities for kids? Every answer to these questions came back to learning.
Learning was a pathway through poverty and disadvantage. It was a fairly big impetus
for staff that if we wanted to help these kids, it wouldn’t be the fluffy stuff that we
needed to do. We needed to do the core learning stuff, because that’s actually their
way out of poverty.
Our kids give feedback to the teachers now. They point out when the learning
goals
ng goal
aren’t actually learning-focused.
– CH RIS , PRIN CIPAL

The PLC transformation has been a steep learning curve. In the pas
past, our whole
focus was redoing the school and a lot of building stuff. That
hat was more of a focus than
curriculum and student learning, which was often just ad hoc. The PLC process has
definitely rejuvenated me as a principal in that I now
w understand
understan where we’re going,
what we’re trying to do and why we’re trying to do it. I’ve got
go a greater purpose as an
educational leader. I’m more involved in student
than I was previously.
nt learning th
I enjoy seeing that we’re heading in the
and I enjoy the fact that I
e right direction,
direc
think most staff are pretty committed to it. I think staff members who leave here now
and apply for a job anywhere else
se are going to be much better prepared because they
can actually talk about how you
student learning. It gives you the ‘how’ rather
u improve stud
than ‘I’ll do this and it might help’,’, so I th
think they’re better placed.
– DR E W, PRIN CIPAL
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Collaborative Teams that
Transform Schools: The next
steps in PLCs
The core of a PLC is the network of collaborative teams – the groups of teachers who work together to
improve student learning. Collaborative teams have the potential to transform major aspects of teaching and
learning. Learn how to transition from teachers who work in isolation to teachers who work in collaboration,
and from stakeholders who think in terms of my responsibility to stakeholders who think in terms of our
responsibility.
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Instructionally, these Year 7 teams collaborate to ﬁ
ﬁnd cross-curricular content
linkages and make relevant connections for students. For example, if students are
studying a speciﬁ
ﬁc region of the world in geography, English teachers might use
literature from that region in their lessons. In some cases, these cross-curricular
connections provide common assessment opportunities as well. One example of this
is the study of a topic in science corresponding with the writing of a research essay in
English. Students work on ﬁnding source information in their science class and then
organise and write the essay during their English class. Teachers use the completed
research essay as a common assessment for both classes. The science teacher assessess
the science content and research design, while the English teacher assesses the
writing and organisation.
The second collaborative team structure this school uses involves teachers
che who all
teach the same courses, such as Year 11 English, physics or mathematics.
matics. T
These
hese te
teams
also focus on student achievement but with a greater emphasis on
n the devel
development
of common formative assessments and common interventions based
a
on ass
assessment
results. Each of these teams also establishes student achievement
ment g
goals related
to the school’s overall improvement goals. For example, a Year 11 m
mathematics
collaborative team develops the following student achievement
hievem
ment goal: achieve an
overall passing rate of at least 80 per cent on the sta
state
e test g
given in November.
This goal supports the schoolwide improvement g
goal
oal of
o incre
increasing overall student
performance in all areas of maths by 5 per cent
nt as me
measured
asu
by state testing. To
monitor progress towards this goal, the team
m uses
u
com
common formative assessments to
measure students’ passing rates throughout
out the school
ch
year. When these results show
it to be necessary, they collaborate on interventi
intervention and extension lessons.

Culture Within Collaborative
labora
Teams
We have already mentioned
d the
t importance of schoolwide processes and norms, but for individual
collaborative teams to operate
erate effe
eeffectively, they must also develop a specific culture within their teams.
08) em
phasise the importance of culture when he asserted that “positive purposeful peer
Michael Fullan (2008)
emphasised
lik to occur when three specific conditions are in place:
interaction” (p. 45) is most likely
(1) when the larger values of the organization and those of individuals and groups mesh; (2)
when
information and knowledge about effective practices are widely and openly shared;
wh
hen inform
and (3) when monitoring mechanisms are in place to detect and address ineffective actions
while also identifying and consolidating effective practices. (p. 45)

The first two of Fullan’s three conditions – shared values and shared practices – are at the heart of effective
ccollaborative
or
teams. While structures (such as time to meet) and administrative support are important,
the
they alone cannot create effective collaborative teams (AISR, 2004). A culture that promotes meaningful
co
collaboration is essential.
In 2009, Hoffman and her colleagues published the results of a three-year study of five PLCs. Their findings
shed light on the processes collaborative teams might use to establish an effective culture. The collaborative
teams in this study all followed the same basic process: members established team functions and ground
rules, developed trust, then focused on reading research and conducting projects relevant to their team. The
researchers identified the following factors as important to culture: prior planning, diversity of participants,
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shared leadership, respect, team norms and responsiveness to questions and issues. Establishing these factors
was an important first step for the teams, one that had to take place before they could engage in meaningful
work.
Establishing the culture of a collaborative team is also an ongoing process. Collaborative teams always
ways have
the potential for success and for dysfunction, simply because they are made up of human beings (Lencioni,
2002). A successful collaborative team is not self-sustaining; it requires continuous care and
attention:
d attention
“Indeed, any complacency and slackening of effort might jeopardise the collective operation off the PLC th
that
had been achieved. The promotional and sustaining effort could never cease because both
contexts and
h the contex
the PLCs themselves never ceased evolving” (Bolam et al., 2005, p. 73). Once norms and cultural
cultur practices
are in place, they must be monitored for adherence and the need for adaptation..
Under the umbrella of culture, we suggest three elements that should be continually mon
monitored.
1. Team norms
2. Trust and relationships
3. Productive collaboration
The following sections address each of these facets in more detail.

Team Norms
Similar to schoolwide norms, team norms aree the guidi
guiding principles by which a collaborative team governs
itself and its work. Norms help validate the
he purposes
purpos of the team and provide a reminder of how team
No
members have agreed to work with one another. Norms
serve not only to inspire teams but also to keep them
focused (Mindich & Lieberman, 2012). Examples
of norms established by collaborative teams include the
Exam
following.
•

contribut to the team.
Expect all teachers to contribute

•

Handle problemss when they
the are still small.

•

Recognise eff
effort,
ffort, not just
j results.

•

Listen
n fully with tthe intention to understand.

•

Share
– give everyone the chance to contribute.
are “air space”
sp

•

Support tthe decisions of the team, even if the outcome was not your first choice.

•

Respect
Resp the privacy of team members by asking before you share something beyond the team.

•

Have courageous conversations! Don’t be afraid to speak your mind.
H

One
O of the first tasks that a newly established collaborative team should undertake is to generate a set of
their own norms. It is important that each collaborative team generate their own norms. To do so, the team
might hold a brainstorming session. Team members suggest various team norms, perhaps drawing inspiration
from other teams of which they have been a part. The team might consider specific questions, such as the
following.
•

What behaviours do we expect to see frequently?

•

What behaviours are unacceptable?

•

How do we want to handle problems when they arise?
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Teams should also consider norms that address emotional, social and physical safety. Emotional safety norms
might include “Know everyone’s names,” “Be willing to take others’ perspectives” and “Listen actively.” Social
safety norms might govern issues like confidentiality, open discussions and decision-making, and gossip.
While true physical safety is likely covered in a school’s employee handbook, a team might decide to enhance
their physical environment by creating norms around the cleanliness, organisation and sufficiency of their
heir
meeting space.
Another powerful strategy that teams can use to come up with norms is to identify behaviours that are
undesirable or counterproductive to collaboration. Once the team has described these behaviours,
urs, the team
can flip them to create positively stated norms. For example, a team may recognise that being late to me
meetings
is an issue. The norm to discourage this would simply become “We will be punctual.”” As another example,
ex
a team might decide that using one’s mobile phone, laptop or tablet for personal reasons
asons during a meeting
is disrespectful. When flipped, the norm becomes “We will only use technology
gy to support tthe goals of the
meeting.”
As the team brainstorms, one member should record all suggestions, ideally
eally on poster
pos paper or a display
board so the whole team can see and review the suggestions. If there aree many
man suggestions, the team might
work together to combine related options and create a more manageable
ageable list
li of norms. The team then
collaborates to agree on the most important norms, which will become the adopted set of norms. There are
many ways to go about this, such as engaging in a simple discussion,
cussion, having
hav members vote on their top three
norms, or distributing stickers and having members indicate
icate their votes on the poster paper. At the end of
this process, the team should have between four and 10 agreed-upon
agreed-upo norms. Once they establish the final list
of norms, the team should create a description of each one, pe
perhaps using “looks like” and “sounds like” to
describe how the norm will manifest. As a last step, the team
tea should take the time to discuss how they will
hold one another accountable for the norms.
how will they celebrate when their team abides
ms. For example,
exa
by the norms for a designated period
how will they solve the problem if norms are
d of time? Contrastingly,
Cont
disregarded?
After norms have been established,
to monitor adherence to them over time. This might
ished, it is important
im
be accomplished by having members
rate the team’s adherence to norms (for example, on a 1–4
embers periodically
peri
scale). Figure 2.1 shows an example of what a norm-monitoring form might look like.

Norm
rm

Example

Nonexample

Demonstrate
ate respect
respec
for one another and
an our
mutual
ual learning.

Team members are
supportive of others trying
new instructional strategies.

Team members are
disrespectful of the team by
resisting new ideas.

Listen fully with the
intention
to understand.
enti

Team members practise
active listening skills, such
as attending to the speaker,
rephrasing for clarity and
asking questions.

Team members engage in
side conversations while
others are speaking.

Participate and contribute
actively.

All team members take
part in discussions, offering
ideas and reacting to
others’ thoughts.

One or more team members
often disengage from the
conversation.

22
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Enter discussions with an
open mind.

Team members fairly
consider the merit of all
proposed ideas.

Team members refuse to
consider certain ideas.

Share air space.

All team members
participate somewhat
equally in discussion.

One or two people
dominate the conversation.

Maintain conﬁdentiality.

Team members only discuss
student and/or teacher data
within team meetings.

A teacher distributes
student data or information
n
about another team
member outside the team.
am.

Follow time allocations.

The team focuses on each
topic for the amount of time
speciﬁed on the agenda.

Discussions of speciﬁ
eciﬁcc
topics often
n run too long;
as a result,
ult, other topics are
ignored.
d.

Make decisions by
consensus.

The team takes a vote on
speciﬁc issues.

One team member
memb imposes
their
decisions on the rest.
eir de

Support decisions.

All team members accept
the team’s consensus, even
if it was not their ﬁrst
choice.

members who
Team me
disagree with the team’s
disagr
consensus refuse to take
co
part.
p

Have courageous
conversations.

The team proactively
vely
discusses difﬁcult topics
before theyy become larger
l
problems.
ms.

The team does not talk
about things that are
bothering them.

Figure 2.1: Example norm-monitoring
m-monitoring chart.

The rating scale shown in
n figure 2.1 allows individuals to evaluate how well the team has been abiding
by specific norms. It allows
team to look at trends in the scores to identify areas for celebration and
ows the tea
improvement. Lower scores like 1 or 2 would suggest that the team should either review a norm’s importance or
revisit the need
d for it. Reflect
ection upon the pre-existing norms and how they are working is essential for efficient
and effective team opera
operations. Such scrutiny can be a reminder to modify, add or delete norms so that they
are more representative
epresentativ of the needs of the team. The power of norms is not in creating them, but in following
them. Appendix B (page 121) contains resources teams can use to create and monitor norms.

Trust and Relationships
For collaborative teams (and, indeed, entire schools) to function optimally, team members must trust
each other. One might describe trust by saying, “I can show you my true self and know that you won’t take
advantage of me” (Eurich, 2013, p. 24). It is sometimes easier to identify the absence of trust than it is to
identify the presence of trust.
When collaborative teams do not have trust, team members tend to blame each other when problems
occur instead of working together to fix them. Nontrusting team members waste energy worrying or trying
to position themselves to look good relative to their peers. They are often anxious about speaking up, feeling
unable to share their honest opinions. On the other hand, when trust is present, it can positively affect team
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performance. A study by Kurt T. Dirks (1999) found that “trust appeared to influence how motivation was
translated into group process and performance. That is, in high-trust groups, motivation was transformed into
joint efforts and hence higher performance, in low-trust groups, motivation was transformed into individual
efforts” (Dirks, 1999, p. 453). Stated differently, when people trust each other, they can collaborate more
effectively. Tasha Eurich (2013) described two types of trust that can be helpful for teams: competence-based
based
trust and motive-based trust. Competence-based trust refers to people regarding each other as competent and
reliable. They are knowledgeable about relevant topics and follow through on stated tasks. Motive-based
sed trust
refers to a person’s belief that someone has positive intentions. Clearly, both these elements are essential for
trusting relationships.
In their book Trust in Schools, Anthony S. Bryk and Barbara Schneider (2002) posited
d a model of relational
trust (that is, trust between people based on both beliefs and observations) in which people discern the
trustworthiness of others based on four factors.
1. Respect: Does this person acknowledge that I also have an important role to play
pl here?
2. Competence: Can this person do their job effectively?
3. Personal regard for others: Does this person care about thee people around
them?
ar
4. Integrity: Does this person follow through on whatt they say?
The degree to which each of these factors is present in a collaborative
aborative team
tea makes up the overall atmosphere of
trust. If one element is significantly lacking, no amount of the others
oth can entirely make up for it.
One simple tactic for building trust and good relationships
elationships between team members is for each person to
share some details about themself. When colleagues
gues know each other as people, rather than just as co-workers,
they are more inclined to trust each other. Another method
is to conduct short team-building activities on a
m
regular basis. Quick, engaging activities
the team with shared purpose, appreciation for differences
ties can instill th
and an element of enjoyment. Additionally,
ditionally, each team member should strive to demonstrate trustworthiness
and qualities such as those identified by Eu
Eurich (2013) and by Bryk and Schneider (2002). For example,
teachers might focus on the following
recommendations.
llowing reco
•

Take responsibility
ity for your own words and actions. Do not make excuses; apologise when
necessary.

•

Arrive on
meetings, and respond to email and other correspondence in a timely manner.
n time to me

•

Share relevant iinformation candidly and transparently with the entire team.

Developing
loping trust iis a process, but it is essential for effective teamwork. Teams that use the strategies described
in
can put aside individual differences and focus on team accomplishments that serve students.
n this section ca

Productive Collaboration
Prod
Productive collaboration refers to the quality and depth of interactions between team members:
P
All teacher interactions are not the same; professional discussions vary greatly in their
degree of depth. Prior research suggests that typical conversations in teachers’ professional
communities are of low depth, characterized by story swapping, sharing materials, and
providing discrete bits of information or advice … In contrast, high depth interactions
focused on the pedagogical principles underlying instructional approaches [and] the nature
of students’ … thinking. (Coburn & Russell, 2008, pp. 1–2)
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Clearly, the majority of collaborative team work should fall into the category of high-depth interactions:
discussing research-based instructional strategies, planning lessons, reviewing assessment data, and so
on. To ensure this, protocols for productive collaboration should be set up from the beginning and their
implementation monitored over time. Appendix B (page 121) includes resources to help teams focuss on the
right work.
In the course of PLC work, teams will necessarily discuss sensitive issues. Productive collaboration
tion does not
no
mean that everyone agrees all the time. In fact, it often means the opposite – frequent respectfull disagreem
disagreement
is necessary. Teams that avoid healthy conflict cannot fully discuss an issue, and faked agreement
greement can
c lead
to superficiality. Robert J. Garmston and Bruce M. Wellman (2009) promoted the concept of cognitive
conflict. They explained that “meetings must be safe but not necessarily comfortable
Cognitive conflict –
able … Cog
disagreements among group members about substantive issues … – tend[s] too improve team effectiveness, lead
to better decisions, and increase commitment, cohesiveness, empathy, and
nd understanding”
understandin (p. 68). Cognitive
conflict is different from personal conflict. Team members should argue
ue about ideas,
idea rather than with each
other.
The ability to disagree respectfully is obviously related to trust: if team members do not trust each other,
they may not speak honestly in order to avoid vulnerability orr potential rridicule (Lencioni, 2002). To ensure
discussions remain respectfully productive, it is useful to establish gu
guidelines for interaction. Teams should
avoid “unproductive patterns of listening, responding, and inquiri
inquiring” (Garmston & Wellman, 2009, p. 28),
which include autobiographical patterns (telling personal
stories around a topic), inquisitive patterns (focusing
sonal storie
too closely on non-critical issues) and solution patterns (ju
(jumping to a solution too quickly) (Garmston &
Wellman, 2009). These negative discussion
n practices
practice derail the conversation and inhibit good decisionmaking. Other common but destructive discussion practices include assuming that silence means agreement,
allowing a few people to dominate and
engaging in side conversations (Mackin, 2007).
d engagin
It can be difficult for people
concerns or conflicting viewpoints about an idea without seeming
le to raise co
combative or shutting down
n the person who posed the original idea. Discussion participants can use the
following strategies (Davey,
politely and without abruptly terminating the conversation.
y, 2013) to disagree
d
•

Use and rather
her than but when expressing contradiction. Employ this technique to
acknowledge
when two people express opinions, it is not necessarily true that one is right
owledge that, wh
and one is wrong. For example, “I hear you saying that we should try this hands-on experiment
with
students, and I wonder if we have enough materials for every class.”
th our stud

•

opposing viewpoints in hypothetical terms. Ask teammates to imagine the effects
Express o
consequences of a particular situation. For example, “What if we could get an expert
or cons
from the community to come in? What would be the best way to structure the lesson in that
situation?”

•

Raise the question of impact. Ask open-ended questions about how a course of action might
turn out. For example, “We’re discussing the option of having students work in groups on this;
how will that impact their learning?”

•

Elicit underlying reasons. Seek to better understand an opinion by asking questions that
drive at the reasons, goals or rationale behind it. For example, “Your suggestion to have
students take assessments on the computer is interesting; can you explain your reasons for
suggesting that?”
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Appendix B (page 121) contains additional resources that can help teams engage in polite yet honest and
in-depth discussions.
As with other aspects of culture, productive collaboration should be monitored regularly. One way to address
this is through a survey. Each member of the team completes the survey individually and anonymously.
sly
Example survey items might include the following.
•

I feel valued as a part of this team.

•

My teammates listen to one another, even when ideas are contrary.

•

I enjoy being a part of my collaborative team.

•

My collaborative team addresses our agenda items in an efficient and effectivee manner.
manne

Once all members of the team have completed the survey, the data can be reviewed
what the
viewed to determine
deter
collaborative team is doing well and which issues must be addressed.
In addition to directly addressing these three aspects of team culture (team
am norms, trust
tr and relationships,
and productive collaboration), it is important for teams to be aware off the diffi
d culties of the PLC process.
In particular, teams should anticipate common frustrations and the possibility of resistant team members.

Common Frustrations
Transitioning to and working in a collaborative team
eam st
structure
ruct
can be a frustrating process. It is unwise
for educators to expect otherwise; rather, they should
ould be aware
aw of common difficulties
ffi
so as not to become
discouraged when such difficulties
ffi
arise. Parry
ry Gra
Graham
aham and William M. Ferriter (2010) identified three
general causes of frustrations during the transition
ransition into
in the PLC process. The
Th first is time. Already in short
supply in schools, time constraints can be
become
come even tighter in a PLC and in collaborative teams. Decisionmaking in a group naturally takes
es longer than
than individual decision-making. Graham and Ferriter (2010)
explained:
As organizations beco
become
come more collaborative, there is a trade-off between efﬁ
ﬁciency and
effectiveness. Hierarchical
erarchical organizations, in which a few people at the top make decisions
that everyone
ryone else
e e follows,
follow are highly efﬁ
ﬁcient … but, they also allow little room for creativity
and organizational
anizational llearning. Collaborative organizations in which people work together to
make decisio
decisions
ns aand learn from each other produce more effective decisions but are much
less
ss efﬁ
efﬁcient.
ﬁcient. (p. 129)

However,
ever it is wor
worth noting that PLCs can also save time through common planning and materials.
The second
d co
common cause of frustration is social and philosophical friction. When people work closely
together
gether to make
m
and implement decisions, their diff
ffering personalities, perspectives and philosophies can
create po
cr
potential conflict.
fl Additionally, decisions made in a collaborative team aff
ffect the entire team (that is,
members cannot simply ignore the decision), so individuals are more likely to speak up when they disagree.
me
Th third cause of frustration is increased responsibility and accountability. The PLC process shifts a
The
school from top-down decision-making to distributed leadership. While this is generally a good thing, it does
increase teachers’ responsibilities, which can cause stress. The PLC process requires teachers to look closely at
results and be more accountable for ensuring that all students learn.
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Collaborative Team Rating Scales
Collaborative teams should periodically conduct formal audits of their collaboration and productivity.
This scale, modelled after a proficiency scale, is intended to help collaborative teams measure their progress
ress
with regard to the functionality of the team. Teams can assess what level of the scale they have reached
ached bby
comparing their work to the descriptions and sample indicators in figure A.3. Teams or schools can
an also use
the blank reproducible (page 134) to create a customised autonomy scale and record evidence of their work
wor
at each level.

Score
Score 4.0

Description
Operational Autonomy
• Collective ownership of student

achievement is evident in practice and
products.
• Productive culture of collaboration is

evident in practice and products.
• SMART goals are clearly deﬁned and
d

progress towards goals is monitored.
d
• The norms guide all practice and
d are

evaluated for effectiveness by the team.
Score 3.0

Developing Autonomy
• Collective ownership
p of student

achievement is emerging
merging in some practices
and products.
cts.
• Collaborative
ative culture is
i emerging but not

constant in
practices and products.
n practice
• SMART
RT goals are clearly deﬁned.
• The
he norm
norms are established and members

and each other
hold themselves
them
accountable
to the norms.
ccount
Score 2.0

Partial
Partia Autonomy
• Individual ownership of student

achievement is the predominant practice
among team members.
• Collaboration is occurring on speciﬁc issues.

Indicators
Criticall areas such as curriculum,
instruction,
and teacher
uction, assessment
assessm
development
are the focus of meetings
opment ar
and
items.
nd agenda it
Common
assessment data are a key
Comm
element
eleme of team decision-making.
SMART
SMA goal progress monitoring is in
place.
Periodically, the team reviews the
norms to ensure they are being
followed.
Critical areas such as curriculum,
instruction, assessment and teacher
development are sometimes the focus
of meetings and agenda items.
Collaboration is taking place on
most issues within the scope of the
collaborative team.
SMART goals are appropriate and
clearly deﬁned.

Teachers operate with a more individual
focus on their practice and their speciﬁc
students.
Some aspects of team collaboration are
beginning to occur.

• SMART goals are deﬁned but may need

revision.
• The norms are established and individuals

hold themselves accountable to the norms.
Score 1.0

No Autonomy
• Norms have not been established.

Teachers actively avoid collaboration in
favour of working alone.

• SMART goals have not been established.
• Collaboration is not evident.

Figure A.3: Collaborative team autonomy scale.
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Session 3
Collaborative Teams that
Transform Curriculum:
The next steps in PLCs
Learn how collaborative teams have transformed curriculum during the school’s journeys to become
a PLC. Discover elements of curriculum work that high performing teams focus on including the
identification of essential content, creating learning goals, constructing proficiency scales and
ensuring student-friendly learning.
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Transforming
Curriculum

As mentioned in the first chapter (page 3), current approaches
hes to curr
curriculum can be transformed by an
effectual response to the question, What do we want our
ur students to kknow? We propose that a well-crafted
answer to this question begins with a guaranteed and viable curriculum.
curric

The Need for a Guaranteed
ed an
and Viable Curriculum
The concept of a guaranteed and viablee curriculum was first introduced in the book What Works in Schools
(Marzano, 2003) and was further developed
eveloped in a number of later publications (for example, DuFour &
Marzano, 2011; Marzano et al.,., 2005; Marzano
Marzan et al., 2014). By guaranteed, we mean that the same content
is taught in all classrooms. Too achieve this, the curriculum must provide “clear guidance regarding the content
to be addressed in specific courses
rses and aat specific grade levels” (Marzano et al., 2014, p. 69). A prerequisite to
a guaranteed curriculum
m is a viable
le curriculum – one with content that can be taught in the time available
to teachers.
Collaborative
ive teams and a guaranteed and viable curriculum have a symbiotic relationship. If one of the
crucial objectives
ives of the PLC process is to increase the quality of students’ learning, then a guaranteed and
viable curriculum
iculum is a foundational element to that mission. Given that a great deal of the collaborative team’s
work centres on m
monitoring teacher instruction and student achievement, it is imperative that the team’s
members have a clear understanding of what they will teach. Without a guaranteed and viable curriculum,
assessment tasks and the measurements based on them become inconsistent, invalid and unreliable. A
assessmen
guaranteed and viable curriculum can only be created, implemented and sustained through collaborative
guaran
eff
ffort, making this task ideal work for collaborative teams (DuFour & Marzano, 2011). Such activity also
creates the opportunity for teachers – those who will eventually deliver the content to students – to be directly
involved in curriculum design (DuFour & Marzano, 2011).
The creation of a guaranteed and viable curriculum has four steps, as follows.
1. Identify essential content.
2. Include cognitive and conative skills.
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3. Identify learning goals and objectives.
4. Construct proficiency scales.
The following sections discuss these steps in more detail.

Identifying Essential Content
The first step in creating a guaranteed and viable curriculum is to identify the essential content, often
en called
prioritised standards. Sets of academic content standards typically articulate far more content than
possible
an is possib
to teach in the time available. Even with the recent adoption of a national Australian Curriculum,
um, the problem
pro
of too much content is still rampant. As such, it is crucial that collaborative teams distill
till broad achievement
ach
standards down to a manageable amount of essential content.
A collaborative team might do this by looking at the Australian Curriculum achievement st
standards for their
year level and content area, having each teacher choose the statements within the achievement
standard that
achieve
they think are essential, and then discussing and coming to a consensus as to which statements
are essential.
st
More specifically, teams can use a four-step process (Heflebower, Hoegh
Warrick, 2014) that includes: (1)
h & Wa
analysing the achievement standard to become familiar with the material; (2) in
individually rating the priority
of each statement in the achievement standard; (3) grouping the high-priori
high-priority statements into topics; and (4)
reviewing the grouped statements and adjusting as necessary.
more detailed discussion, see Heflebower
y. (For a mor
et al., 2014.) The power of this four-step process for rating
ng statements
stateme is that all teachers involved have the
opportunity to weigh in on the decisions. Additionally,
make decisions about essential content, content
y, as they ma
knowledge across all team members increases.
As a measure for determining the importance
statements in an achievement standard, teams
ce of individual
indivi
can use Larry Ainsworth’s (2003) criteria: endurance
endurance, leverage and readiness. Endurance refers to whether or
not the knowledge and skills will bee valuable over
ove time. Leverage refers to the usefulness of the knowledge and
skills in multiple disciplines. Readiness
nesss refers to the value of the knowledge and skills in terms of preparation
for subsequent courses and year levels. As te
teachers rate the importance of statements (step 2 of the process),
they can consider these criteria
teria to guide their ratings. For a more formal approach, they might list each
statement in a table and check
heck off
ff tthe criteria that apply to each statement. The majority of instructional
time is then spent on the essentia
essential content, with other supplemental content being woven into the essential
content or taught separately
but with less emphasis. We typically recommend that collaborative teams identify
parately bu
between eight and
prioritised standards for the entire year for a given subject area for a given year level or
nd 15 prior
course. Forr example, th
the following vignette depicts how schools might identify the essential content.
Go
Goeling
Primary School has committed to implementing a guaranteed and viable
curriculum. School leaders have selected humanities and social sciences (HASS) as
the ﬁrst content area to go through the process and invited all the HASS teachers to
participate.
To aid the process, the technology department has created an electronic template
teachers can use to select essential content. The tool lists all of the statements in
the Australian Curriculum: HASS achievement standards for Years F–6 along with a
rating scale. Each teacher independently reads each statement and selects a rating
under each of the three criteria – endurance, leverage and readiness.
continued
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The electronic form aggregates the responses so the year-level teams can easily see
which statements received high ratings. Members can also identify discrepancies
among individuals’ ratings of speciﬁc statements and resolve them through
discussion. Each year-level team discusses its statements and ratings in order
to determine a collective list, which members document on poster paper and
electronically.
The next part of the process involves a vertical review of the statements selected by
y
the year levels (or courses) just above and below each team’s level. To do this, the
he
teams hang up their poster paper lists around the room in year level and course
se
order. During the review, one member of each team stays at the chart to explain
xplain
their work to others while other team members visit the chart one year
ear level (or
course) above and one year level (or course) below. For example, the
team
e Year 3 tea
reviews Year 2 and Year 4. While reviewing the selected statements
men from the other
year levels or courses, the teachers pose questions and share
concerns
e any conce
cerns about
omissions and redundancies. The representative at each team’s
takes those
’s chart ta
suggestions back to the original year level or course team
for revisions.
After a
m fo
visio
round of revisions based on that feedback, the HASS teams
eams ccomplete one more
vertical review. Once the teams ﬁnalise their essential
ial content lists, they move on to
the development of proﬁciency scales.

Including Cognitive and
d Cona
Conative
at Skills
Creating a guaranteed and viable curriculum
riculum
m is transformational in that it provides teachers with a laser
focus regarding the essential contentt the
they
ey will tteach. Collaborative teams can effect
ff a second transformation
in the curriculum by including
ing skillss tha
that enable life-long learning. If students are to become universityand career-ready, the PLC process sho
should
l take into account two categories of such skills: cognitive skills
and conative skills (Marzano
an & Hefl
flebower, 2012). Cognitive skillss are “those needed to eff
ffectively process
information and complete
te tasks”
ta
(Marzano et al., 2013, p. 24); conative skillss involve one’s ability to evaluate
both information and
d emotions
emottion and then respond or act appropriately (Marzano & Heflebower,
fl
2012). Each
category includes
udes specifi
specific
fic sk
skills that can be directly taught and used to deepen students’ thinking (Marzano
et al., 2013). The
The cognitive
cognit and conative skills are reported in tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
Table 3.1: Cognitive
Cogn
Skills
Cognitive Skill

Deﬁnition
ﬁ

Generating
nera
conclusions

Combining information to create new ideas

Identifying common logical errors
Id

Analysing conclusions or arguments for validity or truth

Presenting and supporting claims

Using reasons and evidence to support new ideas

Navigating digital sources

Finding relevant information online or in electronic resources and assessing its
credibility

Problem-solving

Navigating obstacles and limiting conditions to achieve a goal
continued
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PRIORITISED STANDARD(S):
AREA:

4

YEAR LEVEL:

APPLICATION
SCORE 4.0 – More complex
xplicitly
Demonstrations of learning that go above and beyond what has been explicitly
taught
In addition to exhibiting a level 3 performance, in-depth inferences and applications that
go BEYOND what was taught in class.
Students will be able to:

3

LEARNING GOAL
DARD
(PRIORITISED STANDARD)
SCORE 3.0 - The learning goal or ex
expectation
No major errors or omissions regarding any
and/or processes
ny of the information
inform
i
itly taught.
(SIMPLE OR COMPLEX) that were explicitly
Students will be able to:

PRE-REQUISITE
UISITE SKILLS
S
(INCLUDING VOCABULARY)
SCORE
SCOR 2.0 – The simpler stuff
Fundamentall knowledge
knowledge, simpler procedures, isolated details, vocabulary
omission regarding the SIMPLER details and processes BUT major
No major errors or omissions
ons regarding
regard
errors or omissions
the more complex ideas and processes
Students will
ill be a
able to recognise and recall recognises or specific terminology,
such as:

2
Student
Students will be able to:

1

THE SIMPLER STUFF
SCORE 1.0
With HELP, a partial knowledge of some of the simpler and complex details and
processes
With help, the student can perform score 2.0 and 3.0 expectations

0

NO UNDERSTANDING
SCORE 0.0
Even with HELP, no understanding or skill demonstrated. These students would be
working on an Individual Learning Plan (focusing on different learning goals.)
Even with help, the student cannot perform expectations
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COLIN SLOPER
RESOURCES
Colin Sloper is a director of the Centre for Professional Learning Communities (CPLC). He has been a
teacher, assistant principal and principal in government schools for the past 35 years. In the course of
his career, he has been involved in the establishment of five new state government schools, spending
the last seven years as principal at Pakenham Springs Primary School in Victoria.
Because of his leadership and collaborative work with the school community, Pakenham Springs became the first recognised
model of a professional learning community (PLC) in Australia.

Collaborative System of Support
Chris Weber, Tom Hierck, Garth Larson, Colin Sloper, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017897
Collaborative Systems of Support has the potential
to revolutionise the way we think about teaching and
learning.ǡǡIt outlines how when we fluently and comprehensively address the core support, more support and
specialised support needed for differentiated, individualised and personalised learning, it is possible to meet the needs of
every single student who we serve in our schools.ǡǡ

HB7897 • $35.95

Transformative Collaboration:
Five Commitments for Leading a
Professional Learning Community
Michelle Jones, Colin Sloper, Tonia Flanagan,
Janelle Wills, Alma Harris, Kylie Lipscombe, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017477
The authors of this book have cumulatively supported
over 1000 schools to cultivate the collaborative culture required to
meet the academic and social needs of every student. Transformative
Collaboration: Five Commitments for Leading a Professional Learning
Community is the outcome of this experience, and takes you beneath
the surface of the school as professional learning community (PLC)
to explore the critical commitments that leaders must make to truly
transform school culture and get the results students deserve.

HB7477 • $39.95
RTI Is a Verb
Tom Hierck, Chris Weber • 9781760012977
Response to intervention (RTI) is about assessing how
all students respond to instruction. This book goes
beyond the why and what of RTI to show you how
to translate this good idea into a plan of action for
your school. It offers concrete recommendations and
resources, including interventions emphasising university and career
readiness; practical strategies for screening, progress monitoring and
diagnostics; and sample approaches to specific interventions across
the curriculum.

CO2977 • $36.95
Groups at Work: Strategies and Structures for
Professional Learning
Laura Lipton, Bruce Wellman • 9781760017385

Thoughtful application of this toolbox will change the
dynamic of your meetings resulting in greater satisfaction,
stronger relationships and higher quality collaborative
work. This indispensable resource for developing skilful
groups includes more than 78 field-tested strategies for
structuring time-efficient, task-focused meetings and work sessions. Each
strategy description includes clear directions for application, including
necessary materials, time frames and suggested group size.

Collaborative Teams That Transform
Schools: The Next Step in PLCs
Laurel Hecker, Janelle Wills, Jan Hoegh, Phil Warrick,
Robert Marzano, Tammy Heflebower, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017484
Collaborative Teams That Transform Schools:
The Next Step in PLCs is groundbreaking. It
offers teachers and school leaders a practical, comprehensive
model for building successful professional learning communities
(PLCs), drawing from the extensive research and experience of
its authors to present a clear and compelling look at the future of
PLCs. Beginning with essential theory, the authors then detail the
practical steps that collaborative teams can take to transform
their schools. If you are an educator in the process of developing
your school as a PLC, this book is an invaluable resource.

MRL7484 • $35.95

Intentional Interruption: Breaking
Down Learning Barriers to Transform
Professional Practice
Lisa Ain Dack, Steven Katz • 9781743307489
Steven Katz and Lisa Ain Dack explain the secret
to getting unstuck: interrupting the status quo of
traditional activity-based professional development
to help educators embrace permanent changes in thinking and
behaviour. They outline a process-grounded in psychological researchfor real professional learning that ultimately leads to improved student
achievement. Illustrated with concrete, school-based examples drawn
from real practice, Intentional Interruption shows how rethinking
professional learning can lead to the development of a real and
sustainable learning culture in your school.

CO7489 • $28.95

The Principal as Professional Learning
Community Leader
Ontario Principals’ Council • 9781741709162
Featuring professional development modules
and case studies that can be adapted to any
school context, The Principal as Professional
Learning Community Leader is an invaluable
companion for school leaders at any level. Schools with
professional learning communities (PLCs) benefit from significantly
improved student achievement and a greater sense of shared
purpose. This resource, part of the “Leading Student Achievement”
series, provides principals with practical support to lead the
development of PLCs in their schools.

CO9164 • $37.95

MRV7385 • $42.95
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